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Abstract 

Vehicular delay tolerant network is an opportunistic DTN network where there is no guaranteed communication channel for data 

communication between source and terminal nodes. It’s a delay tolerant network based on asynchronous communication. This 

paper primarily deals with the design and deployment of a test bed for VDTN in-order to evaluate the performance, locomotion 

of nodes, and time of live of data bundles under various combinations of circumstances like the scheduling and protocols used 

for VDTN routing. This prototypic embedded test-bench platform is comprises of robotic units with atmega2560 as mobile 

nodes, ARM Cortex as terminal nodes and atmega323 as relay nodes. The prototypic test-bench we proposed here tested with 

various routing protocol like single copy routing, first contact routing, epidemic routing protocol, Source & Binary spray and 

wait protocol, MaxProp routing protocol, Geospray routing protocol with various scheduling policies like pretty greedy, custom 

service time and the performance are evaluated.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Delay or Disruption tolerant network which is a type of MANET that has suitable for kind of environments it posses 

characteristics like intermittent connectivity, longer or variable delay, asymmetric data rates, High error rates [1]. In DTN there 

is no guaranteed path between source and destination when nodes come in contact with one another there is a communication 

path when they are out of reach there is no communication. This is called as opportunistic network [2][8]. The messages are 

carried out all around the network by store and carry forward mechanism. DTN’s unpredictable mobility of nodes leads to less 

probability of message delivery and larger delays. It can be used in remote villages where there is no network connectivity.  

 Vehicular delay tolerant Networks (VDTN) is based on DTN network. Here there are three types of nodes for data transfer 

which is mobile nodes, relay nodes and Source / Destined nodes. The mobile nodes are the data mules which carry the data all 

around the network, the relay nodes are nodes which provide the store and carry forward mechanism. It stores the data from the 

data mules and transfers the data when it comes in contact with another node. Source/ Destination nodes are terminal nodes 

which are standard. There are many conventional routing protocols from MANET[3][8] which can be utilized for these data 

transfer but those protocols require  a high end connectivity and primarily works on finding the shortest path to the destined 

nodes. These protocols wont fulfill the requirement of DTN because here the path from the source to destination have sub paths 

which are available only at certain point of time so here in VDTN instead of finding the path which has shortest distance the path 

which reaches the destination from time to time will be chosen, this is only possible with store and carry forward mechanism. 

II. BUNDLE PROTOCOL 

In VDTN, Bundle protocol is used for data transfer; here a message oriented layer is added below the network layer [4]. The data 

gets converted by this bundle layers as Protocol Data Units (PDU) which are called as Bundles. These Bundles get transmitted 

between the source and Destination by DTN nodes based on bundle protocol. Bundle protocol uses hop to hop data transfer with 

bundle custody transfer (i.e) each node commits to a responsibility of handling the copy of data until its get transmitted to 

another node which comes in contact with that Particular node. 

 Protocols depend on the node types. We have mobile node, Source / Destined node and relay node here only the Source / 

Destined nodes are equipped with each and every layers of VDTN network remaining nodes both relay and mobile nodes are 

only equipped with lower layers of the protocol, due to the necessity these nodes have to process and transmit the data over 

network. Once the PDU is ready to transfer it follows the routing protocol in order to reach the destination. 
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Fig. 1: VDTN Scenario 

 

Fig. 2: Bundle Protocol 

III. ROUTING PROTOCOL 

Routing in the VDTN is quiet difficult to implement due to the unavailability of data path for longer time. More over here for the 

process of communication data bundles are carried all around the network through mobile node so it involves large data 

overhead. There are two types of protocols in VDTN network one where data transfer is based on forwarding and the other is 

based on flooding of data[7] [9]. In forwarding type of protocols single copy of bundle is forwarded towards the destined node, 

here the overhead and resource requirements are lesser since there is a single copy of bundle but its contrary in the flooding type 

of protocols where there is a multiple copy of the bundles which are forwarded to destined node through mobile nodes. These 

multiple copy method assures the reliability and low latency but on the other hand it leads to poor overall performance of the 

network due to the high data overhead, larger bandwidth and storage which make these protocols unsuitable for bandwidth and 

energy constrained network [6]. 

 Forwarding Protocols: A.

1) First Contact – performs routing by forwarding the bundles to the nodes which comes in contact  

2) Direct Delivery - performs routing by source node itself, it carries bundles and delivers it to destined node 

3) Geographic Routing – performs routing based on the location information. When nodes have knowledge about destined 

node it forwards the data to the node which has high probability to reach the destined node [5]. 

 Flooding Protocols: B.

1) Epidemic – performs routing by replicating the bundles when comes in contact with the node. Here each and every node 

maintains the list of bundles when it comes in contact with the other nodes and they replicate uncommon message. 

2) Spray and Wait – performs routing by having count on bundle replicas. It delivers bundle in two phase manner. In Spray 

phase it replicate the bundles when it comes in contact with other node, the count value gets decremented, this process 

is repeated when comes in contact with every new node. If the count value becomes zero its goes into the second phase. 
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In wait phase the source waits and delivers the bundle to the destined node by itself. Here the spraying scheme is further 

classified into  

Normal spray – replication of bundles takes place when it comes in contact with other nodes then after replication it gets 

reduced by a count value of 1.  

Binary spray – transfer of bundles takes place when it comes in contact with other node but the transfer is quite 

different. Here a node transfers half of its buffer content when it comes in contact with a new node. 

3) PRoPHET – This scheme is based on probabilistic routing schemes, the replication of bundles with the new node when 

it comes in contact, is based on the frequency of contact of new node with destined node or the probable nodes of 

destined nodes. Here each node maintains the history which reflects the nodes when it comes in contact is called as 

contact opportunity and it will get updated frequently. 

4) MaxProp – Its similar to PRoPHET but here it maintains a maximum like hood vector it represents a like hood of node 

when it comes in contact with other node in a network. Based on this like hood and acknowledgment from all the nodes 

in the networks and it avoids redundant copy of bundles. 

 
Fig. 3: Different Types of Routing Protocol for VDTN Network 

IV. SCHEDULING POLICIES 

Data handling in VDTN are carried out by Store and Carry-Forward mechanism. Data bundles are loaded into buffers of relay 

nodes and it transfers the bundles to the mobiles nodes when it comes in contact with the relay nodes. The scheduling policies 

come into play during the data transfer, based on the priority. Two types of scheduling policies are majorly utilized. Those are 

priority greedy and Contact opportunity policies. 

1) Priority Greedy: Data bundles are prioritized based on bundle size, lesser bundles have high priority and bulk bundles 

have low priority 

2) Contact opportunity: Data bundles are prioritized based on contact duration and service time. 

There are numerous protocols which are proposed by researches for efficient and successful data transfer between nodes 

in VDTN network from time to time. The performance of the protocol are also proposed through various simulation 

tools but all the theoretical evaluation and simulation results may be used in the initial evaluation of those newly 

proposed protocol, it is very much necessary to test those protocol using test benches[5] in order to evaluate them under 

real time scenario. 

V. TESTBED IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of test bench for vehicular delay tolerant network comprises of various types of nodes like mobile nodes, 

relay nodes and Source / Destined nodes. The communication between the standard nodes are carried out with the help of mobile 

nodes and the relay nodes are responsible for store and carry over data to the mobile nodes when it comes in contact. These set-

up is implemented as test bench using embedded controllers namely atmega2560, atmega323 and ARM Cortex A7. 

 Hardware Components: A.

 ATmega2560 – Mobile Node: 1)

It’s a high performance 8 bit controller whose power consumption is very low, based on Advanced RISC architecture it consists  

of eighty six programmable I/O lines, 32 eight bit general purpose working registers with operating frequency of 16Mhz, high 
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endurance non volatile memory segments, 256 kilobytes of In-system self programmable flash memory ,4 kilobytes of 

EEPROM, 8 kilobytes of internal SRAM, two eight bit timers, four sixteen bit timers, twelve PWM channels with programmable 

resolution from 2 to 16 bits, four programmable Serial USART  for communication through Zigbee with relay nodes, 16 channel 

analog to digital converters with resolution of 10bits. These features make it suitable for designing a mobile node 

 ATmega323 – Relay Node 2)

High performance 8 bit controller based on RISC architecture which consists of 32 programmable I/O lines, two eight bit timer 

and one 16 bit timer, Four PWM channels, 8 channeled ADC with resolution of 10 bits, one programmable Serial USART for 

communication through Zigbee with mobile nodes. These features make it suitable for designing relay nodes  

 Raspberry Pi2 SBC – Source / Destined Node 3)

It comprises of Broadcom BCM2836 processor, whose architecture is based on ARM Cortex A7 quad core processor with 

operating frequency of 900 MHz It also support high end graphic with Video Core IV multimedia coprocessor as GPU provides 

openGL, 1080p30 and 10/100 BaseT Ethernet Socket and powered by rasbian wheezy as operating system  

 XbeeS1 4)

Xbee 802.15.4 OEM RF module is chosen as a transceiver for communication between the three different nodes. Its high through 

put, low latency and predictable communication nature makes it suitable for our requirements. It has 1mW of Transmit power 

and -92dBm of receiver sensitivity, connectivity range is about 30m (indoor). This transceiver is connected with controllers 

through serial port and it supports data rate from 1200bps -250Kbps. We have used seven transceivers two in standard nodes, 

three in mobile nodes and two in relay nodes. 

 Line Sensors 5)

These sensors are interfaced with atmega2560 controller through ADC as mobile node. It is used to sense the dark and light 

surfaces which are requirement in node locomotion. It consists of combination of Red LED and Photo transistor with 5 degree of 

viewing angle. Its output analog voltage is about 0.18 volts for bright surface and 2.2 volts for dark surface. 

 Software: B.

 
Fig. 4: (A) Flowchart for Bundle Transfer (B) Flowchart for Locomotion of Mobile Nodes 

 Algorithm for Bundle Transfer: 1)

We have used Zigbee S1 as a transceiver for bundle transfer between nodes since our test-bench layout is about 4ft in length. 

There may be a chance that all the nodes can be detected as possible nodes for bundle transfer which leads to a failure of test-

bench. So here we adopt a mechanism using RSSI (Receiver signal strength indicator) based on this RSSI value we can allocate 

communication range for a node. The procedure for bundle transfer depends on the routing protocols. Initially a node will search 

for contact opportunity with other node, if there is an opportunity (i.e. a node comes within a range suitable for communication) 
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there is a exchange of control information between nodes and they start to process on those control information. If it is satisfied 

there is a transfer of data bundle else the opportunity will get ignored. 

 Algorithm for Locomotion of Mobile Nodes: 2)

The mobile nodes are responsible to carry over the data bundles all around network until it reaches its destined node. In order to 

carry over data bundles the mobiles nodes have to move all around the network, we have used Firebird V platform whose core is 

based on Atmega2560 which is interfaced with white line sensors and DC motors as mobile node. We have made a line 

following robot using fire-bird platform which follows a black line all along the test-bench. In the real time scenario these mobile 

nodes are vehicles in VDTN network so the velocity of these nodes are not same and the path and frequency of locomotion also 

varies from node to node. So we carefully made the algorithm for locomotion as in the figure. 

VI. TESTBENCH MECHANISM 

The data bundles are transferred between Source or Destined node. It is carried over through the network by mobile nodes. Since 

there is no fixed path from source to destination the data mules which are moving along its destined or random path at various 

velocity transfer bundles to relay nodes then these relay nodes transfer bundles to the node with high probability to meet the 

destined node when it comes in contact. In our test bench the source node/Destined nodes are designed with arm cortex which 

has buffer range from 500MB to 700MB. Here the destination node has Ethernet facility with apache web server once the data is 

received it is uploaded to the internet. 

VII. OUTPUT – TESTBENCH IMPLEMENTATION 

 
Fig. 5: Implementation of VDTN Test Bench 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

There are numerous protocols which are proposed by researches from time to time and they are tested with simulators but the 

performances under different circumstances like real life scenario can be only measured / tested through test benches only. Here 

we tested various protocols of VDTN network and the results are evaluated. 
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